
News Letter July 2014 

 

 

One final hello from the outgoing team. 

 

Hope this finds you all fine. 

As always there is plenty of news ,usual features "Smile and Food for thought" and a new 

equally less serious, very short , "Verse". 

 

1) We have finalized Two candidates  for PQM ,we hope she is selected. 

 

2) There is a large and very inspiring increase in number of Japanese Interns this year.3 for 

Reliance,one each for IDEMI and Borkar Associates. This is no doubt due to tremendous efforts 

by members especially Mr Purav,and the excellent feedback given by 2 interns we had 

earlier.There is further chance of this figure going up in the second round.This also gives all 

members a chance to offer warm Indian hospitality to new Interns. Our sincere thanks to all 

sponsors. 

 

3) We hope that all have given serious thought to change of name of our society,we will finalize 

at AGM 

 

4) As you probably already know ,there will not be any elections as we have same number of 

candidates as we have positions.The names will be ratified at AGM. Congratulations to all. 

 

5) We will have a large contingent going to Japan for the 9th convention,which will be led by 

new president,We are sure that our contributions will get noticed. 

 

6)  AAAWI had arranged a seminar on "Practical applications of Management Principles" at our 

own hall,by eminent Japanese Professor  Mr Hajime Ebihara. More than 40 persons from diverse 

background attended the highly educative seminar. IDEMI sponsored dinner in honor of the 

renowned expert. We record our appreciation for Mr Purav and Ms Rasal for the success despite 

continuously changing circumstances. 

7) Last but not least we would love to see all of you at the AGM,especially to welcome new 

team and to bid goodbye to old one. 
 

Your views most welcome as always 

 

Sincerely 
 
 

Prasad Patwardhan 

President & Editor 

 

 

 


